
Times letters 6th November 2019: Labour’s plan for free elderly social care.  

Sir, Making all social care free to the end user could, indeed, be a vote winner (“Tories should copy 

Labour’s plans for social care”, Clare Foges, Nov 4). But even this hugely expensive suggestion 

would not resolve this issue. First, it would not bring an end to means-testing. For people in 

residential care, the largest cost is board and lodging, where help would still be means-tested. Second, 

history shows that local authorities are never adequately funded for social care costs, especially those 

that rise over time. So, as has happened in Scotland, where social care is already “free”, the authorities 

would end up raising the bar to ration access to help and control costs. “Free” care would in part be 

funded by taking it away from those with mid-level needs who may presently qualify. 

Instead, we need to focus on reducing demand for care by better preventive work and by effective joint 

working between separate health and social care systems. Without this, the huge and growing cost of this 

blanket approach may not be well targeted and could crowd out funding for vulnerable people of all ages. 

Sir Steve Webb 

Director of policy at Royal London; pensions minister 2010-15 

Sir, Clare Foges’s call for free elderly care is right. The care crisis is the biggest social policy failure of 

modern times. Successive government reviews, recommendations, legislation and promised reforms have 

produced nothing. Cash-strapped councils keep rationing care, leaving increasing numbers of elderly 

citizens alone and helpless. This is also undermining the NHS. Were William Beveridge designing the 

welfare state today, care insurance would undoubtedly be included. One in four older people will need care 

but cannot predict this in advance. Paying national insurance contributions through life, to cover free basic 

old-age care, alleviates the worst social and personal risks. 

Following the principles of state and private pensions, people should be encouraged to build care funds 

(perhaps via their private pensions or ISAs) to top up free basic state provision, offering more control over 

the timing, location and quality of preferred care. Parties must stop playing political football and agree to 

sort out social care once and for all. 

Baroness Altmann 

Pensions minister 2015-16 

Sir, There is nothing like an election to focus minds. Free personal care is the way to create a simple, fair 

and sustainable care system. Homecare has been free under councils such as Hammersmith & Fulham for 

many years, showing that care can be done, not just for those aged over 65 but for disabled adults of all 

ages who need it. The continuing costs of inaction to individuals, families, the NHS and society far 

outweigh the cost of implementing free personal care. 

Stephen Burke 
Director, United for All Ages 

Sir, Clare Foges’s article perfectly encapsulates the situation. The never-ending delays over 

publication of a (mythical?) green paper, and the lack of understanding of the difficulties in 

which so many individuals and families find themselves as a result of having been ignored or 

abandoned, are a national disgrace. 

Michael Claughton 

Folkestone, Kent 

Sir, I am approaching the time when I may need social care, so was overjoyed to read of the 

Labour Party’s plan for free social care for the over-65s. Just one tiny problem: where will all 

the carers come from?  

Dorothy Clifton 

Middle Aston, Oxon 


